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Summary

This chapter explains what has long been missing across domains and levels of analysis:: (1) the life-blind inner logic regulating the dominant paradigms of “rationality” and “scientific method”; (2) the reasons why it selects for unforeseen consequences of ecological, social and economic collapse; and (3) the life-coherence principle which identifies and corrects the derangement.

12.1. The Nature of the Rising Global Crisis and Why It Cannot Be Seen?

Humanity’s governing rule system has generated a fatal contradiction. There is a deep-structural contradiction between its life-means support-system requirements, on the one hand, and the global system of private money-sequence and commodity growth, on the
other. It is not, as Marx taught, a contradiction between productive force development and capitalist relations because both grow in technological tandem while the world burns. It is a deeper contradiction of the ruling system with life and life support systems themselves. The meaning of this crisis has been tracked throughout in this study, as in Sections 1.12, and 1.14. through 9.10. to 11.5. and 11.12.

The reigning system is governed by private money-sequence growth as determining goal, and more priced-commodity yield growth is its justifying performance. Yet both of these ruling principles of value gain cumulatively violate life requirements at organic, civil and ecological levels. Although calls for a steady-state or no-growth system increase as the negative externalities of system growth destabilize the life of the planet, these rising calls usually remain stuck within the old concept of growth. Unlimited consumerism and inequality are rightly rejected, but no yardstick of life needs and capacity realization steers conception instead. To speak of “a fuller, greater, or better kind of development”, as Herman Daly, the most grounded of contemporary critical economists does in his Ecological Economics and the Ecology of Economics, is not made criterially clear by defining it as “qualitative improvement in the composition of the physical stocks of wealth that result from greater knowledge of technique and purpose”. How does one tell “better” from “worse”, or “qualitative improvement” from not? The problem here is one of repeating pro-value terms without principled meaning. This is a common problem, as we have seen, even with advanced theorists who know something has gone badly wrong. Life-value analysis meets such problems by its primary axiom and measure, explained in Chapter The Primary Axiom and the Life Value Compass on and systematically addressed ahead as “the life-coherence principle”.

The more prevalent problem is that system irrationality cannot be seen at all by its agents because they presuppose it as necessary and/or good a-priori. Critical philosophers too lack this grounding principle, as Sections 5.15. and 10.11. have explained at the most general normative-analysis level.

12.1.1. The Idea of an Invisible Hand Regulating Competition to an Optimal Result

The idea of an ‘invisible hand’ adjusting supply of private commodities to private money demand by self-maximizing competition among atomic agents is the theodicy of a ruling system which can see nothing else. There has been much said and unsaid about this logic of “the free market”, but the concept of “free market” itself has remained confused. The free market of local and independent artisans not affecting supply or demand explained by Adam Smith has almost nothing in common with the transnational-corporate oligopolist system regulating the world today. At the same time, the universal human life needs and the life support systems which lie at the base of the economic enterprise are blinkered out. If the economics is critical rather than propagandist, the generic life-standard regulators required to govern at the system level are lost in local examples without a principled ground of alternative.

12.1.2. Logical Confusion Reigns

Logically speaking, one cannot deduce from what many individuals with money want in
private markets the meaning to what their common organic, social and ecological systems require through generational time to reproduce and flourish. The meanings of the italicized predicates are not remotely equitable or deducible from the other. Only magic thinking can bridge the yawning logical gap, and only habituated presupposition of it can fail to recognize the absurdity of the equation. This is the logical core of the problem. But it is fortified by other mythic equations. Purchases of commodities are equated to an increase of utility or happiness, although the commodities may cause ill-being. “Consumer choice” by individuals possessing money is thought to be the meaning of “freedom and democracy”, although the majority have less. We may see in these and other instances how the reigning thought system has locked into a life-blind circle of conception.

12.1.3. System Idolatry an Old Impasse, Global Life Despoliation a New Problem

As in past orders but more dangerously, system idolatry entails perception of it as inexorably driven by higher laws which mankind cannot modify or interfere without punishment for deviation. Thus it is common to hear “the market punishes hard those who deviate from its laws” and “necessary sacrifices must be made to achieve development” – perhaps the lives of millions. This is what we have called “the system God”. One may observe this phenomenon all over – for example, in the pages of the Economist a lead common journal of the world’s elites over 150 years. Even if the god-system worshipped is no longer transcendent but immanent within the reigning order itself, faith in the infallible perfection of its design permits no other resolution to its problems than by its mechanism. Thus as system depredations of the conditions of existence become demonstrable, official solutions can be conceived only in its terms. That is why “the magic of the market” is called upon to reduce runaway system carbon pollution destabilizing global weather cycles by government rights to pollute rather than trade regulators to stop the polluters. Again and again, the system’s rule is extended to meet its own failures. The system’s rule is extended to meet its own failures. This is the economic meaning of Einstein’s observation, “we cannot solve the problems we face with the thinking which created them”.

In place of market magic, social rations of fossil-fuel consumption would directly reduce the pollution as has worked so well in emergency in the past. But such a solution remains unspeakable without a trading scheme for profit to fit the reigning system. The already-proven policy is therefore ruled out before consideration of it. In such ways, the ruling paradigm locks out corrections of its failures at all levels – the hallmark sign of its senescence. Yet even interconnected and dramatic collapses of the world’s life and life support systems continue to escalate with no connection back to the growth system itself as the causal mechanism. “Insanity”, observes Albert Einstein again, “is doing the same thing over and over again, and expecting different results”.

12.2. Recognizing the Connected Disasters and Their System Causal Mechanism

The phenomena of life and life support system despoliation relate back to a common cause, but system worship does not permit question of what is worshipped. Scientific reason goes deeper. It seek disconfirming instances of depredation of life and life by any other causal mechanism, and it finds the profile of confirmation spell out:: from the
bottom-scraped floors of oceans and phytoplankton-surfaces on which all life ultimately depends to continent-size rents in the ozone layer filtering deadly solar radiation. Which of the ecocidal destructions has not been step-by-step commissioned by self-maximizing money-value inputs seeking to become limitlessly more?

A May 10 2010 Report from the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and the UN Environment Programme UNEP) has concluded that “unless radical and creative action is taken quickly to conserve the variety of life on Earth, natural systems that support lives and livelihoods are at risk of collapsing”. It has warned that “business as usual is no longer an option”. Yet the unifying causal mechanism is still vague in conception, and the nature of the radical action required is undefined. One may pause here in reflection. What science, philosophy or economics school or discovery has identified the system causal mechanism or the logic of its resolution in principle?

The ruling system cause of the global crisis of life and life support systems is taboo to name, as explained in Sections 3.11, 9.13, 10.8, and 11.12. Cause-effect thinking at the system-wide level is suspended. This is why attention is focused on identifying any other threat to common security than the regulating system itself. No structural resetting has been worked out

12.2.1. The Pattern of Planetary Ecocide:: What Is Not Caused by What is Unnamed?

The systematic scope and depth of the world crisis of social and ecological life infrastructures need a unified delineation – from destabilized atmosphere, climate and hydrological cycles to uncontrolled carbon emissions by ever-rising commodity production and consumption. Which is not traceable back to the same common cause? What of the air quality people cannot breathe or are made ill by in the exploding business cities of the earth and the regions downwind from them? What of the fresh water left and available in aquifers and rivers across the Americas and Asia which have been exhausted and polluted by agribusiness, industry effluents, and ever larger-dollar schemes? What of the earth mantle and friable soils denatured, contaminated and depleted by factory farming, chemical inputs, exposure and overuse by mono-cropping for profit-rich markets? What of the oceans’ larger fish and fish stocks which have been stripped out by factory trawlers in ever wider depleted zones across continents? What of forests clear cut until only one percent of old-growth remains on earth with forest habitats still annually transmuted in country sizes into global market pulp-and-paper sales with tree plantations with no life left in them as the replacement? What of species extinctions and collapses thousands of times greater than the natural background rate featuring crashes of larger mammals and song birds to coral reefs to amphibians by destruction or poisoning of their habitats from high mountains to the world’s once richest seas?

The list of collapsing life and life support systems could be extended, from the oceanic feeding base of phytoplankton which is down 40% to the polar fresh-water ice caps melting into salt oceans. One principled generalization, however, captures the logic of the cause-effect mechanism across all these domains of cumulative collapse. No life or life support system is not in decline (effect) and every one is degraded or degraded
further by the same self-regulating corporate system (cause). Two deep-structural questions thus arise. Where in all the sciences, philosophies and economic schools does one find these cause-effect connections explained as a unifying mechanism? Where is a life-coherent system alternative conceived? The concept of “sustainability” is ubiquitous, as we know, but fails to answer either question. Rather, sustainability of corporate profits has been the code meaning under mantra repetition of the public slogan.

12.2.2. The Same Ruling Value Mechanism Is Blind To and Degrades Human Life As Well

If the ruling money-sequence growth system depredates the environmental conditions of human life, natural resources and sinks, it degrades and destroys human life as well by transitivity. This is well known, and the underlying principles are explained in Sections 6.7, 8.7.3.1 and 11.6.

Prior sections like Section 11.6 have spelled out why the system depredates human life and human life standards by the very logic of its growth. While it must be acknowledged that present elites enjoy very high standards in terms of life goods by privileged existences, universal human life goods for the vast majority annually deteriorate the lower and less secure one’s position is within the global system whose extremes of wealth and impoverishment escalate at the same time. It is well known now that the two hundred or so richest people in the world have accumulated assets that exceed the combined gross domestic product (GDP) of the 48 least developed nations, and that this same few hundred individuals have a combined wealth equal to the annual income of almost 50% of the world’s population. What is bracketed out of the figures is that they are system-caused results.

In general, the trends of human quality of life on the planet in terms of the defining life goods identified in Section 10.12. are plummeting, and their downward slope is propelled by the same common cause. As a rising half of the world is destitute, public sectors and services are also privatized for profit, ever more of the younger generation have no vocational prospects, general exposure to deadly diseases increases by deregulated working conditions and commodity toxins, and a global culture of increasing violence entertainment, waste and military spending continues or rises. Yet neither the catastrophic meta-pattern nor its causal mechanism is defined by the sciences.

As the explanatory analysis of the previous chapter has shown, international institutions to protect and serve the most vulnerable and least well-off persons and peoples are simultaneously ignored and unenforced. Again the macro mechanism at work is undeniable. Simply put, the system is structured and state-subsidized to grow corporate money-sequencing rights and demands first, while life-protective-and-enabling standards are simultaneously pre-empted or overridden as “barriers” to this growth. We need not re-iterate Chapter 11’s (The Unseen Global War of rights Systems and its Principles of Resolution) explanation. Comprehending the system pattern is demanded by scientific rationality, but is blocked against.
12.3. The Ultimate Issue:: Society’s Rule System Decides Life as Better or Worse

The rules and governing institutions of a social system – ancient, feudal, capitalist, or socialist at the highest level of abstraction – are not given by Nature or God. They are constructed by societies with what they have to work with through generations. Yet what may be traceable in regulatory construction through every step appears to those who inherit the regime as given from without as iron necessity. The rule-system appears to be governed by physical laws, as explained in Sections 1.5, 3.4 and 9.5.2.

Even revolutionary science presupposes this logic of necessity, not distinguishing between rigidly governing rule systems within material ranges of material possibility and means, on the one hand, and inexorable laws of natural and human history, on the other. Karl Marx himself may have believed in the latter, but he was implicitly refuted by the very movements in his name. They succeeded most in preponderantly peasant societies without a capitalist wage-worker base which Marx assumed necessary to socialist revolution. In effect, these revolutionary societies dropped Marx’s theory to act against the ruling order’s deprivation of the majority’s means of life. Such revolutions have proved that societies can evolve by their own rule systems within their ranges of material possibility, and that they work to the extent that they better provide universal human life goods, as criterially defined in Section 9.14. This is the sound value compass and measure by which stasis, change, reform or revolution can be scientifically and onto-axiologically judged as better or worse through time and in comparison across societies.

12.3.1. The De-Grounding of Economic Science

This is the value constant of judgment in any condition. Whoever is in charge and whoever is scientifically evaluating, the only rules that work in game or reality are what better enable people’s lives – the social version of the The Primary Axiom and the Life-value Compass The underlying problem has been denial or ignorance of any universal life-value standard as the prior analysis of this study has shown, or attachment to one which is false. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is the familiar such standard, total money spent on commodity goods and services. It is undergirded by the utility calculus of the ruling economic science. What is not discussed is the complete break of this value calculus with classical political economy itself. What had been necessary labor hours at the average of its sector as the measure of the worth of a good – a value calculus evolved through Adam Smith, David Ricardo, and Karl Marx - was abolished. It was replaced by money-price paid as the measure of value. This was much easier than the scientific heavy lifting of establishing the necessary labor hours of society to produce any good to identify its labor value – what people actually had to do to produce the goods sold. The new surface money count had another easy advantage. It boxed out all former burning issues around the labor which made the value of goods not profiting from them – a problem not resolved, but eliminated by erasing class divisions and their conflicts of interest from the new economic science.

The value of anything now was the money price it could get on the market, period. All deeper value issues which have been the object of this inquiry and many others were thus erased (e.g, the issues specifically raised in Sections 2.4. and 3.6.). Once yoked to
money demand only as the measure of value, “revealed preference” as the new economics called it, anything was possible. The false equations multiplied. The only deciding parameters of value were money-demand accumulated and spent. Each equaled investment and consumer demand respectively, with commodities as the middle term. Their rise equals Growth, and Growth equals Prosperity, which equals Welfare. Freedom is the freedom of accumulated money demand to grow free from state interference, and of consumers with money choosing how to spend it as they please without taxes. The magic thinking metamorphoses of each into all and back into each was the unseen circle of the new de-based science of “neo-classical economics” and “neoliberalism”.
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